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Multics has experienced many dif,
faculties along the way, though, as has a
similar project conducted by IBM.
Despite four year's work, Multics still
has the capability to handle only 6-8
consoles' input at a time (MAC's time-
sharing system handles 303) Prof.
Licklider has determined that a major
decision on Multics will be made by the
end of the year: "We're very near a
watershed, where well decide whether
to continue with our current goals."

Multics, though, is not the only
project with which Project MAC is
concerned. While the artificial intelli-
gence project plays the games men-
tioned above, they are only steps along
the way to the development of a
system which can nearly think for
itself. The goal of the project is to
produce a system which can percieve
events in its surroundings, and react, in
what can be termed an intelligent way,
through "thought" processes. The pro-
ject has developed to the point where a
mechanical arn linked to the computer
can catch ping pong balls which are
thrown at it, using mechanical instruc-
tions dictated by an "eye" camera in
the computer.
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By Joseph Kashi

Controversy over the future
structure of student government at
MIT developed Thursday as six
proposals for the reorganization of
Inscomm were presented to the first
open forum concerning the nature of
Inscomm.

Maria Kivisild '69, UAP, defined the
problem as an ambivalence of attitudes
throughout the Institute. The first
attitude might be stated as that of the
student who comes to get as much as
possible from MIT, academically and
personally, but does not interact with
MIT in such a manner as to bring
benefit to many others. The second
attitude was defned by Maria as the
student who comes to MIT and both
the university and the student change a
little because of the student's
involvement.

Analyzing past performance and
current needs, Maria said that students
should become part of a new
governmental structure, worldng withim
the system on decisions basic to the
MIT educafional process and all
matters pertaining to their personal
lives.' However, she continued, the

uim ch~anlgers
be taken, and instruct all advisers to
strongly urge students to take these
subjects.

In ine with this, one major
alternative was presented to the group.
This was the proposal of an ad hoc
student committee on the revision of
general Institute requirements. The
French proposal differed from current
requirements in the following ways:

(Please turn to page 3)

esdsox A. P. French (VIII),Lof the group, remarked at the
S that his task force was not
awit specific course conent,

t ter with general requirements
would express the philosophy of

M education.
The major obetions to the

1. seemed to center on two
a the elimination of 5.01 as a

ment and consideraon of
eh or not the hlberazatioz of

.emen was proceedi along a
neal lie. The former topic

pied most of the ~ne; however,
,heting such comments as the
proposed by Prof. Ed Giad (X)
if S.01 were dropped as a

tuirement, the Department of
Eveeting would probably

faced to increase the number of
required for graduation to 372,

d. John Ros A, head of he
ent of Chemistry, pointed out

as good a case could be made for
,~biology as a requirement as,

it. After Ot, the diqusson
dMpped.

Theye wer two key points to the
area of discussion. The first was

question of whether or not there
be any requirements at all. The

points here were the elimination of
requirements and the conversion to

Mcommended course procedure.
Albeit '69, in support of the idea

eainonon of requirements, quoted
Jerrold R. Zachari (VWI) as
tat if a student is forced to

a course which he really doesn't
t to take, the effect wS not only
t posie, it will be neftive. The
body of respons to this mned
td to the question of what could

accomplished at this time. The
'g was that such a propl could

second meeting to discus
anges/i the Institute cwe
Occultm be held
r ay at 3:30 pm hi

so. T ids meeting is spon-
)red by the faculty tk

wrce which has been pre-
ang a proposal for the
0rganiation of the re-

!fied core sbjects 'ad s
Oen to l mtezested stu-hX~~~~~~~~~~~~

By Chades Mann
The problem of involving the entire

MIT community in a decision .making
and the relation of that problem to
closed and open meetings was discussed
in a forum Friday. The meeting held in
the Sala centered its interest around
the question of the faculty meetings.
At present these meetings are closed to
all students though it appears that as a
result of the meeting most topics that
are now considered by the faculty will
be open to general discussion. The
form that this discussion might take is
unclear since there are several possibili-
ties. The faculty meeting could be
opened up to attendance by students;
there could be joint meetings to discuss
common problems; and there could be
meetings of the whole MIT community
at which a wide range of topics'could
be brought up and considered openly
by students, faculty, and administra-
tion.

The reason for the proposal of these
alternatives and the dissatisfaction with
the present system of closed meetings
is a concern for the involvement of the
whole commurity in the decision-
making progress. As it stands now most
people do not know how decisions are
made since the mechanism, for most
major decisions is very complicated. As
a result of this lack of information,
most students are unaware of even
those opportunities which already exist
for influenciag major decisions. It is
hoped that if a system of public
meetings can be established the stu-
dents will find it easy to participate in
making decisions or at least discover
who makes them.

Consequences

The advantages of the closed
meetings are fairly obvious from the
point of view of the participants and it
was brought atp in the discussion at the
meeting that Some closed meetings
would have to be held and that even if
all meetings were open some topics are
of interest or concern to only a small
number of people. Assuming that a
workable method for student participa-
tion can be established, the consequen-
ces might well be an establishment of
more universal decision-makdrng appar-
atus for the student. body, the faculty,
and the community as a whole. The
complaint was made at a meeting early
last week that there is no sense of
community at MIT. Perhaps the lack of
community is due in some part to the
lack of consensus which is inherent in a
system in which not everyone can.
participate.

ImPhotos by Ion Borschow
heir views at Friday'sProfessors French (left) and Ross (right) air th

Olen meeting of the Committee on Curriculum.

data, hardware, and software facilities
together. The program is not running as
well as had been hoped; Prof. Licklider
feels that a critical point is approach-
ing.

First timesharing

Project MAC, which operates under
the Ofice of Nwral Research, was
organized in 1963. In its first year the
group designed the world's first time-
sharing system. Time-sharing has since
had overwhelming effects on-the entire
computer industry; Multics, if success-
ful, is expected to have at least as much
effect on the tire public.

Prof. Licklider feels that if Multics
is perfected it might be the fnist step
toward an ulfimate computer utility
service. Ideally, a typical problem
could be .punched into a keyboard in a
home relayed to an exchange in Now
York, programmed and run on com-
puters in Chicago and Boston using
data stored in Anchorage and Dalas,
with final- results being produced in the
home in only slightly more time than if
all the facilities were physically
present.

(Ed NoeS: 77kI athe fst Ina am~ of
ar*ekb on the Fiea zs of asme of the
on-caep1 Spedal Laboratoe&ea)

By Doe deankast

Projet MAC must be the only
vernment-fmncod project in the

country where one can simultaneously
play chess, listen to an organ arrange-
ment of "Downtown," watch fnre-
works, and be atked by a hand that
doen't realize what it's doing, all
without -the slightest interaction with
anothef person.

Thew are some of the fantastic
science-fiction results of Project MAC's
artificial inteftence experiments. Just
as exciting is Multics, another of the
Projects progans.

Multics (Multiplexed Information
and Computing Service) is currently
tle most Agem of MACes concerns. Its
aim, according to Project MAC Direc-
tor Jaames Licklider, is to "set up a
community of users and a computer
ulfty" by !ikng many computers'

ns coZn~ t~~s e $s O
current Inscorem has been able'to pull
itself together and act efficiently in
times of crisis such as during
Sanctuary. What is especially needed at'
this time are more people who have
time that they are willing to devote to
Inscomm's operation. The problem
which must be solved before student
government's operation can be more
effective is that of the current attitude
among the student body that student
government is an alien body and totally
irrelevant to the desires of the students.
Maria believes that a change in'the
structure of Inscomm is more
fundamental than a change in student
attitudes, for it is likely that opinions
and response to Inscornm would
change if reorganization were effected.

The groups working on the TANG
(Toward A New Government) proposal
stated that the one purpose of TANG
or any form of student reorganization
should be to allow each and every
student to have a forum to voice his
opinions, and further be able to
participate in all decisions of student
government directly. Jeff Satinover '69
and Mike Albert '69, the primary
spokesmen for the TANG group, stated
that MIT is not such a large community
that it is absolutely necessary to have
strict representation and a formal
bureaucracy to govern it in the
traditional sense. The salient point of
TANG, they maintained, was a student
assembly which was to have control, at
all levels, of decision-making processes
affecting student life.

Two objections to the TANG
proposal were raised immediately, and

debated
never totally rebutted: That any highly
disciplined and motivated interest
group on campus could "pack" a
sparsely attended meeting and amm
through motions favorable to
themselves. In this manner, a highly
controversial motion could be passed
and then uncommitted at a later
meeting as special interest groups
competed with each other to pack
meetings with students favorable to
their view, keeping important proposals
in a state of constant flux, with no
final action ever being taken.

Also, undLer such a constitution,
others argue, matters could be
"discussed to death," causing the
student body to lose all imterest and
respect for th+e assembly. One
suggestion, that balloting on all
motions, which under TANG are to be
proposed to an Agenda Committee and
publicized throughout the Institute,
take place either in the lobby of
Building 'Fen or in the living groups,
was considered as a plausible means of
ending the problem.

The other five proposals were
primarily variations of the present
Inscomm structure, with some
proposing' the inclusion of faculty and
administration in the decision-making
processes of government on all levels.

The questions basic to the entire
program appear to be whether
reorganization will be allowed to slide
any further off into the future and the
choice between the representative and
mass participation forms of student
government.

!eetig discusses curricu-i

MAC's master msachin es work, smirk

announcemenh

* Anyone still interested in serving
on the Advisory Committee on Se-
lective Service should sign up for an
interview in the Inscomm office by

December 6. A temporary representa-
tive has been appointed, who -will

serve through Dec. 9. A fmal selection
will be made Dec. 8.

* The Tech Dames Holiday Craft
Sale will take place December 6 in the
lobby of Building 10 from 8 am until

4 pm.
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another, or when the appeara d
third character is left unexphi4
suspense of watching the logic
of trying to fit the claes pi
envigh. Unfortunately, not eWM
bcomes clear after sedmg the phY
once. This is especialty true he,
some familarity with the condi
Russian society is protbably a
though it is a weakness of S
plays. But, what is most impo
encug comes throug the fai
keep the audience thinking aft
to perhaps induce some people to
the play or see it again. And, ip
case, it does provide an absorbing
of theatre.

Some caedit, too, must gO 9
Loeb Drama Center's fane produd
A three-hour play with only t
puts heavy demands on all, es
when the charactrizalions cl
greatly from begiiting to end.
Sacks, Elanor Lindsay, and G~
$hemsung did a confviing job,
nes ruined the suspense by ~i1
into uniformity. They were h
greatly by DonaldSoule's famt
and fihting des*n, which
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This past Friday, an "open" meeting of faculty
and interested students was held to begin a
supposedly enlightened discussion and examination
of proposals made by the CEP Task Force on
General Institute Requirements headed by Professor
Anthony French. Instead, what occurred was a low
level superficial and irrelevant debate by a group of
small-thinking, narrow minded and selfish faculty
members who could not escape the world of
self-serving arguments.

Specifically, the discussion digressed into a
desperate attempt by the chemical engineers and
some other chemistry oriented faculty to preserve
the sacredness of the 5.01 requirement. At best,
Professors Edwin Gilliland and John Wulff came up

TETCHv~i r 

th rather specious, Neanderthal arguments for
aping this requirement. The implicit suggestion of
l[land's -points was that without 5.01, as one
uld bother to go into Chem. E. Given the quality
his arguments, it is not surprising.
In all fairness, it cannot be unexpected that those
th such narrow interests will show up 'm force at
:h meetings to argue in such a consistent manner.
Lt consistency is often the mark of small minds,
d Friday's meeting did nothing to contradict this
ertion. What is really appalling is that everyone
e at the meeting was basically satisfied with the
-us and emphasis of the discussion. The French
ask Force proposals are not particularly
rth-shattering or revolutionary, but do show a
gree of enlightenment which seems to indicate.
it French himself might wish to steer the
cussion to a deeper and more sophisticatedlevel.
It is clear where the real interests and concerns of
s Institute lie and no fancy embroidered speeches
Howard Johnson can change the truth. The focus
truly on the technical students. In Friday's
cting there was not one attempt by faculty to
)k at the education and needs of the
n-technical student. Architecture, Management,
imanities and Social Science, the three smaller
eools as they are affectionately known, are like
wanted children who everyone tries to ignore and
t offend too badly. This is patently clear from
t Friday's meeting which never once had faculty
king- seriously about the role and functions of
se schools.
The only honest attempt to deal with the issue
s made by a group of students representing
hnical and non-technical schools who made a
efully thought-out proposal to eliminate all
)erclass science and engineering requirements.
cept for a superficial and trite rejoinder by
Drge Valley, the whole issue was dropped at this
nt and French tried to skirt any further deep
·ussion of the problem.
In regard to the non-tecbhw-al °t"q,"+, tohe
titute can no longer rake due with incremental,
itically wise proposals. A great deal of honesty
introspection is long overdue in light of present

ocrisy. Any further discussions by faculty must
tress basic philosophical issues squarely and not
e up time by the. obscure intricacies of the minor
;cts on technical schools. The students' proposal
last Friday is worth considering, at least to start
the whole discussion.
The sham of last Friday was not entirely the
It of those present. Those absent are also to
me. Faculty from departments like* Political
ence, Economics and Humanities ought to have
courage to express the concerns they so often
ig up amongst themselves or in private. For the
e of their own departments and students they
dd at least bother to show up at such meetings.

next opportunity is today at 3:30 in the
titorium of the Center for Advanced Engineering
.dy. We urge all interested faculty and students to
-nd, and we urge all others to get interested.

hea ee...
' o ntisesee

us letter was By Robert Foue
didate had a Aleksei Arbozov's play, The Pro-
the voting and m/se, traces the life of thee middle-

class Russians, beginnng from their
be placed on first meeting as teenagers during the

ieon, I suggest seige of Leningrad in 1942, and contin-
"Ugly Girl on uing to 1960. Its aim is to show
ren a "Pretty something about what has happened to
,but let them Russian society since the war, and

I I can just perhaps to say something about man's
.lop if half a nature in general.-Such a plan hardly
or next year's embodies any new ideas. One expects it
he situation is to lead to something entirely fanufiar,
[ urge APO to containing the usual themes of forgot-
, with regards ten ambitions and irreversible changes.
an our coeds And, in a way, it does; but certainly

not in the usual way - for the restlt is
Greenfeld '71 just the opposite.

WASHINGTON-The Nixon victory - It is all sumght from the tIxt~
can be prromising to the'extent that on power and self-Intest: a tI
Republicans will now have to-put theit contractor (under the eye of a p
vaunted alternatives to the test of watchdog) is going to be fa:
America's very serious problemso If efficient andl effective tX
their alternatives work, great. f they disinterested bureaucrat whosep
don't, then the Republicans will eave is assured.
learned something. In the meantime,
Congress appears ready to give Nixon Free enterprise, certahtly,
the benefit of the doubt-recognizing proven tool for economic dveldo
after all that it is the Democrats in the and if anyone can harness it efi¢
executive branch who got us where we to tackly urban problems, i
are. probably a Republican. Demo

Nixon's chief problem, vPi a v/s the themselves lament the unresponr
Democrats, is that he starts with a of the civil service system andi
credibility gap without even the chance doubt be glad to see some deescZ
to earn it. Few people, including this of it, if at ao cost to the public wel
writer, took generous stock in the This is not the same thing as *
Republicans' enunciation of such items Harrigton's favorite nightram
as '"black capitalism" (a Democratic someday the government itself
idea) or "tax incentives" to bring contracted out to Lit
employers to the ghetto, out of the Industries-for a profit
partisan-and legitimate-fear that
these were hiaw-hire, coverups for Efficient administration is oD
scuttling the federal anti-poverty the sound Republican principles 1
effort. could be taken anore advantage c

the implementation of estab
Actually, the Democrats were programs. Fortunately the v0

beginning to reach an accomodation patterns are such, as Americabea
with free enterprise on their own pnior more urbanized, that no Presidat,
to the election. In purer days, the could exert these priniples at
Democrats would prefer a new federal expense of Democratic compus
bureau in cases where the Republicans Adniittedly, too many of this den
would look to private enterprise. programs were pushed through

democratic regime with too I
Housing was one example. Public attention toward operatii

housing was public all the way: safeguards and effectiveness, bh
construction and management both president who wished to be Te-d
under civil service. Gradually, the by the people will not abandon
Democrats have turned to private programs.
enterprse. They found, for examaple,
that the "turn-key" method of
purchasing finished building s was less This s not tO imply necessaSy
expensive, better in quality and more the Nixon administration Will I
rapid than constructing their own. caretaker egime, over old pto
Once the housing was ready for without offering mew and needed
occupancy, they found that private The RepubDlicans in Congrem
manag~ T Cntractors were far iore example, have , been woffi

_ .gemntcon- -,- o, ,6alls, numerous liberal "rgasefficient and resoinsive' totnants'
needs than, were civil service taimng, a "Human Renewal Ai
bureaucrats who commuted in on congressional refom, draftrefom
weekdays only in their Pontiac so forth, all programs which also ap
Bonnevilles. to h'beral democrats. It was Repubt

Senator Jacob' Javits who put fxm
Across the river, the ciy dump was a bill last year to establish a 

a national disgrace, breeding rats and Development Bai providing lowa
pouring 20 ton of pollutants into the high-risk loans. Is bill hter beer
air dai3y. Now the operaton has bwn title within the Commln
turned over to a private contractor who Self-Dtl Act, a bb
landf~s trash for less than the cost of biR high ora the a cnda of tihe S
burning it and fails tol hy rat pcoson Finance Committee for next yea.'
only at his peril (In Philadelphia, the tach proposals now corningliq
entfre trash disposal situation is being Republican preai/nt (and b
turned over to private enterprise at a commanding more Republican vot
substantial reduction in cost. ARl the working majority-far more ded"
city wil be doing soon is delivn g the Johnson's 89th Congress might
trash to private transfer stations; a transpire. 'Wisconsin Demnm
company vai do the rest, using sound Congressman Henry Reuss has*
business methods to cut cosb but .proposed such a "gand ci
always watchful not to jeopardize s prevent any imapsme based o P
contract.) label The optimist strues again.
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To the Editor:
One of the annual highlights of the

fall tenr is APO's "Ugly Man On
Campus" contest. TWs year, for the
first time, a very pretty MIT coed
decided to run, on the basis that
because he is a girl, she must be ugly if
she were considered to be a man. I
believe that although this is admittedly
a very novel idea at MIT (it has been
done manry times at other campuses), it
tends to make a travesty of the contest
and is very unfair to the other candi-
dates, who take great pride in their
genuine ugliness. How can they com-
pete against a candidate who sells kisses
for 50 votes? In addition, there is a
rather substantial prize that goes to the.

winner. At the time th
written, the female cant
rather substantial lead in t
seemed certain to win.
If Mrr's coeds want to

equal footing with the m
they get APO to hold an '

Campus?' contest (or ev4
Girl on Campus" contest),
stick to their own sex.
picture what might dove:
dozen girls were to run fc
UMOC crown! Clearly, th
getting out of hand and I
examine their philosophy

to the contest. What ca
think up next?

Paul¢

The difference is this: the charac-
ters aren't just average people; they
never say or do exactly what one
expects. In this lies almost entirely the
play's fasnation. The playwright can
have his characters act as he ples,
and the logic of their actions need only
make sense within his own philosophy
of what the people they represent axe
like. If the structure is suffi~centfy
clever, these characters become so en-
grossing that the plot is hardly noticed;
hence the plan it follows is of little
matter. The long-range path of events
need not be exciting when every word
or action of each character is.

Thus it is not upsetting when the
scenes do not flow smoothly ante one

I . . .. ~ . __~!r~.- '

Ni7xon vs. Congressa.
causes for' op tiis

By Jim Smth
-. 1 --- ---- I

Letters to The Tech

I T1ou6k T SCHIATW RAP
CURED ME...NOW, l. REARM

NOISES IN'TE NIC4T AGAIN...
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Centers on Crosh ch'emistry
incread from 36 to 48 units; and the
comncentatifon requiements in both
the .upperclass science distribution and
humanities are eliminated. The student
group, chaired by Mile Devorkin '69,
whie agreein in philosophy with the
French proosal, differed in that the
upperclass science distribution
requirements were completely
eliminated. Prof. Georg Valley (VIII),

rE FUTURE, THE NEAR FUTURE,

mR FUTURE?

|louise and e try

BEST WISHES 1 t/24/68
A_ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

-DisCussi-on i
I (Contwedfrom-r e l)

guired subjects in mathematics and
!hysics, while they are still two each in

!'nober, are no longer specified by
iFOfic course; hemistry is no longer
'feqed; the laboratory subject may be
Ui'fiedd by coarses outside the schools

f science and engineering; the
Minum unrestricted elective time

pdlable in the fmit two years is
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Anthony Downs, Presidenet, Real Estate Research Coerp.,

- Lectures on

'The Future of Cities; Evolution, Revolution, or Dssolufion"

on Tauesday, Nov. 26, 8:00e PM in room 9-150

C.A.E.S. Buildaig
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whose report on the freshman year
initiated much of the work on revising
the curriculum, commented that these
courses were necessary if social
scientists and humanities majors were
to u'nderstand the foundations of
modem society. A suggestion was made
that each department be required to
offer a ,two-semrnester, terminnal course,
specifically intended for non-majors in
that field. After the presentation of
this -idea, however, the discussion
returned to 5.01-, where it remained for
the rest of the meeting.

The meeting was closed at 5:00,
with very .litle apparent action
planned. It appeared, however, that the
faculty members present were very
polarised on this subject, making the
December faculty meeting give the
promise of much heated debate. '

By Ray Ergas
At this year's William L. Abromo-

witz Lecture, the Department of
Humanities and the Lecture Series
Committee chose to bring the Pennsyl-
vania Ballet, a young company from
Philadelphia, to MIT. It was the first
performance by a major dance group
on this campus in a year, since the New
York City Ballet appeared in the same
series. Judging from audience response,
more performances by dance troupes
should be in the future of MIT. The
Company was founded in 1963 as one
of eight groups that received stabilizing
grants from the Ford Foundation. It
has appeared in Chicago and at the City
Center in New York. It is now on its
first national tour. Most of the dancers

are quite young and come from several
continents.

A youthful approach and an ac-
companying insecurity were the major
impressions left after the performances
Friday and Saturday night in Kresge.
The Company has an extremely broad
repertoire, ranging from Swan Lake and
Giselle to works by Honegger and
Stravinsky. The first work on tne pro-
gram (second on Saturday) was Anna
Sokolow's choreography of Teo
Macero's Time Plus. The dancers
seemed to enjoy this piece more than
any of the others and it came across as
the best part of the entire evening. This
intimidating modern work presented a
series of symbolic comments on mod-
ern life, ranging from the dancers
"shooting" the audience, to a solo
dancer flamboyantly lighting a joint
on-stage. The choreography was done
very well and brought out the most
sensitive responses by the dancers that
were seen.

After the first intermission, the
dancers returned for Theredony, the
Mary Anthony setting of Synge's trag-
edy Riders to the Sea, the music being
Benjamin Britten's Sinfonia da
Requiem. The word that best describes
this is stogy. Some of the same prob-
lems from the Mignon were present,
and tile extreme lack of action made it
rather a bore. Fortunately, next on the
program was the Donizetti Variations
done by Balanchine. The soloists, Hilda
Morales and Jacques Cesbron, provided
the best solo dancing of the night. The
Corps de Ballet, however, provided
both some slip-ups and some hilarity.
The Corps was obviously a little rough
in a lot of places. The ielative youth of
the company undoutedly explains most
of Ath pro ^le^zm. The funrtsst part of

the whole performance came when
members of the Corps started cutting
up and parodying the seriousness which
is usually found in this type of dancing.
In general, it was done in good taste,
leaving the audience guffawing and
covering up a few mistakes in the
proess.

Congratuhtions

Mike and BarTbara

Photo courtesy of Pennsybania Baset

A scene from the Anna Sokolow-Teo Macero ballet "Time Plus" as

performed by the Pennsylvania Ballet' Company this weekend in

K rFe.
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719 Mass. Ave.
Central Square
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Pennsyl an a Ballet:
new you thf ul company

"SRELYTHIS IS AMONG THE MOST EROTIC 6F MOVIES! "
-CUE MAGAZINE
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CLASSIFIED ADS
ur selecttic type Room, Meals, and slipend for woma
that they do not student in exchange for help wit
ypewriter please cleaning and baby sitting. Wittl~
vish, put them in minutes of Harward Square. We have
,,e. No questions fliexiriy to alzrar, our twns to ml

your schedule. Call 876-4377.

-a stze, shape &-a sze ~hae & FOR SALE: '37 black Packard UhO& parties. Dif- in runnfing condition, $350 or bet
offer. For information call 5474498,

request. Reason-
ted? Call Bi
iaggle. AMF pool table. 8 ft. by 4% ft SW

bed with bls, cues, and zack. $300
or best offer. Dave Raney, 267-5521,

'ION GROUPS....
ce*ely interested FOR SALE: 1950 Nash Raablf i
solving and self- good confition. Call K17-5419.
Richard Harvey, ~
Boylston Street, ,,[

Would you belikve Arenson for

Will whoever took m
fonts and discovered
work on a selectfic t
return them. If you w
an unmarkedi packag
asked, The Tech-.

Light show for sale-
color for all purpose
ferent effects (inch
band) available on r
able rates. Interesi
,Swedish, X 3216, to L

SELF EXPLoRATI
Men and women sin(
in creative problem
understanding write
c/o East-West, 543 1
Boston.

Photo Liquidation
Good telephoto and nide angle lenses for Nikoti. Pengax,
etc. from $18.00; Bolex H-16 movie camera with 3 lenses
$185.00; Bell & Rowell 200EE magazine electric eye
camera -(cost $369.50} only $85.00; Opemus 66 enlarger
with double condensors $38.00; used Speed Graphic
$45.00; Leicafiex with F2 Summicron, as-new $298.00;
Broncia "S" with F2.8, as-new $288.00; fine used 35nMr.

slide projectors $18.00; famwous nme new and used movie
cameras and projectors from $1&.00; Zeiss $LR with F2
iotwr $48.00; Polaroid cameras & film real cheap, even
more!
Private home 527-0311.
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to Al.L T. DRAMA SHOP
"A COLLIER'S FRIDAY NIGHT "

IBy D. H. Lawrence
Direted by JOSEPH EVERINGHAM

with

"GOOD DAY"
By Emanuel Peluso

Deember 5, 6, 7, 13, 14
At 8:30 P.M.

All tickees$1.SO Rexervafior: UN4-6900, Ext. 2910
Kresge Auditorium, Little Theatre

The team is looking to Dean Whelan cdmpei
'69 to fall the hole at 167 pounds. England
Whelan, a relative newcomer tq the Roulidij
varsity, has not had much experience, Andree
but has looked impressive in the mat- accompg
ches he has wrestled. Whelan will be at MT.
followed in the lineup by what is string
perhaps the most impressive threesome , finishes
in Now England collsgate wrestling fourth
this year. Walt Price '69, the expected national
177-pounder for Tehh , has a long string plonshfi
of dual meet victories to his credit, as
well as a freshman New England chamn- with
'pionship, and a second-place varsity the sqi
finish last year. At 191, coach Chassey wrestler
is counting on Bruce Davies '71. Chassey
Davies, outstanding freslhnan wrestler esting
last year, went undefeated in dual meet year.

$wiwMo~ers ace,

By Armen Varteresmian
The varsity grapplers of coach Wil

Chassey can look forward this year to
an even better record than last season's
12-4 mark and 2rd place New England
finish. Loss ttuough graduation has
been light. Replacing captain Bill Harris
'65 in the 123-pound division wi11
probably be Joe Baron '70, a 4th-place
medalist in last year's New Englands at
115 pounds. Fighting it out for Jack
Wu's 137-pound slot will be Gregg
Erickson '69, Steve Bishko '69, and
Dennis Bbcard '71. Erickson wrestled

; steadily last year at 130 pounds, while
Bishko often substituted for the in-
jured Wu at 13 7.

I

I
It1

Mira at 115

'~P 4 V. M' A likely candidate for the 115-
, pound position this year is Ted Mita

z':v4~.,. Soph'sticat,-d '71. As a freshman, Mira compiled an
Soul ' , excellent record of 9-1 in' dual meets.

From 145 pounds up, Tech can
look forward to outstanding perfor-

Dixielanad Nightly : manees from almost all of its wrestlers
| this year. Headling the parade at 145

ROCK & JUG ']and 152 will be Jack'-Maxharn '69
BANDS irespectively- Maxham and Hawkins,

i coaptains of the leam, are both NewSUNDAYS AT England champions from the 6768
3:30 P. M. I season. Following them, at 160 pounds

SILENT FLICKS will be Rik Willoughby '70, a firosh
l'New England champ two years ago,

members~guests,friends ' and a great asset to last year's squad.

with est t eam isntOFryBy Jeff 6oodman
As the start of the swimming season draws near, the enginers prepare to

their schedule with a team equal to, if not better than, any team in Tech hh
The swimmers are looking forward to improving last year's 94 dual meet
and eighth place fimish fa the New England's -as well as 1wiping out all ext
varsity records. !

Tech's two strong points would have to be diving and butterfly. Dante
'68, a five year student who didn't dive last year, has returned with a y
eligibility left. Gentry who £mnished second in the '67 New England's and B
Rorschach '70 who finished third in the '68 NEISA's backup by Jesse Heines7
provide awesome diving strength. In the butterfly, co-captain Lee Dily '69
Jim Bronfebrenner '70 can be counted on for many one-two findshes as both b
broken 2: 10o

in free style, Bill Stag, '69 will get the nod in the fifty and the bundred
the other spot as yet uncertain hmving been opened by the graduation of cap
and sprinter John McFaraen. Posspfbilties for the hundred include Jim Lynch'g
Tim Gilmore '70, and sophomore Al Graham who can swim virtually every
Don Riley '70 and Lynch will probably help out Stage in the fifty.

Co-captain Luis Clare %69 will swim in the first backstroke slot with ei
John Collier '71, Riley, ox Grahaim. Clare w ill alo get th w in the 2
individual medley. Tom Nesbitt '69 will swim in the breaststroke vith
Mlarkel '71, -who will try to fill the pping hole left by the graduatian
record-holder Larry Preston.

For [hle. d~_s__ce event+~, Dffley b'ffi ~c ;',,Ur' sh-g h-I h% 2V yard ffim
David James '71 will swin the 200 and 500 and should replace eBeenis,
'68 adequately.- - . . . . . . . . . . '

The engineers, wfl be tough to beat in the relays, espeielly the 400 y
freestyle relay with Dilley, Clare, and Stage an possessing SO second hundredy
speed. The swimmers will travel to Troy, NY to start their season Satur!
Decembet 7, against RPI.

PARTHENON RTAURAT
AtUTHENTIC GREEK CUISINE

EXCE:LLENTEUROPEAN AND AMERICAN WINES
ALL KINDS OF LIQUOR

UNIQUE HELLENIC ATMOSPHERE FEATURING
THE ANCIENT GREEK PARTHENON

OPEN EVERY DAY
I! A.M. to II P.,%M.

Exfrteely Moderate Prices
For Resemrvtions Call 491 -9592

&ee~ LA.· Q.
M OOS. P atgiB~ ~~j~sw"·s

If you live or workk ; ..-I...S-

achusetts, you are eligible for
low cost, high quality life in-
surance in armutual organiza-
tion with an outstanding
record of financial soundness.

Founded as a public service in
1907, Savings Bank Life In-
surance is sold only through
Mutual Savings Banks direct
to keep cost low. And al-
though not guaranteed, divi-
dends have been paid to
policyholders every year since
1908, to reduce cost still fur-
ther.

Savings Bank Life Insurance
policies are available in a wide
variety of forms. To f'md out
what Savings, Bank Life
poicy will meet your needs
best, visit a mutual savings
bank and ask for personal
counselling about Savings-
Bank Life Insurance. It could
be one of the smartest f'man-
cial moves you'll ever make.

T YPE WR ITE R LIQ UIDA T'ON

Good used portable $28.00; fine desk model $28.00;
excellent electric typewriter (orig. $500.00) only $88.00;
Underwood Forum Electric $195.00; Smith-Carona. Por-

table Electric with auto. return $118.00; IBM Selectric
Automatic "Lettetiter" - makes unlimited original copies
auto. in seconds (orig. $2400.00) -only $950.00.

More at give-away prices! Private home 527-0311.
Their you for your usual fine attention.

MAKE YOUR CHRISTMAS RESERVATIONS

THtROUGH MERITAGE TRAVEL, INC.

CALIFORNIA - We may save you $ $ $ on your trip home.

EUROPE - Baed on new group fares:

LONDON $223* - PARIS $243* - ZURICH $261'

*plus $70 for ground arrangeenwts.

For any reservations and tickets call

to
v1a,..4.

NC'

N
-t

CAMBRIDGEPoRT
SAVINGS BANK

I RIGHT IN
,cENTRAL SQUARE

Cambridge

864-5271

·I,

i
Miss Shermma

238 Main Street - 491-0050

Wrestlers look forward f

You Are
/:ioita 


